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Your workplace.  Our business.

Agenda

• Leaves in the COVID-19 and post-COVID-19 workplace
• Health and safety issues, including on return to work
• Layoffs, leaves, terminations of employment and risk mitigation
• Supplemental Unemployment Benefit (SUB) and Canada Emergency 

Response Benefit (CERB)
• 10% Temporary Wage Subsidy and 75% Canada Emergency Wage 

Subsidy (CEWS), including unique issues with CEWS for certain 
people and groups
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Your workplace.  Our business.

COVID-19 ESA Leaves

• COVID-19-related leave under B.C. Employment 
Standards Act (ESA)
– Provides a job protected leave to an employee where 

employee is unable to work for COVID-19-related 
reasons

– Retroactive to January 27, 2020
– Will remain in place for duration of COVID-19 problem
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Your workplace.  Our business.

COVID-19 ESA Leaves

• Available in a variety of circumstances, including:
– Employee is infected with COVID-19
– Employee is in isolation or quarantine in accordance with public 

health direction or information
– Employee needs to provide care to a person for a reason 

related to COVID-19 such as school or daycare closure
– Employer directs the employee not to be at work due to a 

concern that COVID-19 could spread in the workplace
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Your workplace.  Our business.

COVID-19 ESA Leaves

• List of individuals to whom employee may be providing 
care is broader than other ESA leaves

• Employer is not permitted to require a medical note but 
may ask for other “reasonably sufficient proof” (e.g. 
written confirmation of daycare closure or evidence of a 
flight cancellation)

• Ensure you comply with other leave entitlements under a 
collective agreement or pursuant to statute
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Your workplace.  Our business.

ESA Leaves Post-COVID-19

• Other relevant ESA unpaid leaves:
– Compassionate Care Leave:  up to 27 weeks to care 

for or support a family member suffering serious medical 
condition at significant risk of death within 26 weeks

– Critical Illness or Injury Leave:  up to 16 or 36 weeks 
to care for or support a family member suffering serious 
illness (depending on the age of the family member)
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Your workplace.  Our business.

ESA Leaves Post-COVID-19

• Other relevant ESA unpaid leaves:
– Illness or Injury Leave:  up to 3 days in each 

employment year
• Federal government currently working with provinces to 

introduce up to 10 days of paid sick leave – more to come
– Family Responsibility Leave:  up to 5 days connected 

to the care or health of a child or other member of the 
family
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Your workplace.  Our business.

ESA Leaves Post-COVID-19

• Other relevant ESA unpaid leaves:
– Employer has the right to reasonable proof of the need 

for leave and, in relation to some leaves, specific medical 
information

– Ensure you comply with other leave entitlements under 
any collective agreement – during and post-COVID-19

– All ESA leaves read into collective agreements in B.C.
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Your workplace.  Our business.

What if an Employee Refuses to Return to 
Work During or Post-COVID-19?

• Are there protected leaves for which the employee 
may qualify?
– If so, has the employee requested a leave?

• If no request has been made, the employer may 
technically require the employee to return to 
work but it might be better to suggest that he or 
she put in a leave request
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Your workplace.  Our business.

What if an Employee Refuses to Return to 
Work During or Post-COVID-19?

• If no available leave, what is the reason the employee 
is not returning?
– Other medical issue? 

• May require medical documentation if a non-COVID-19 issue
– Simply would prefer to stay home?

• Unless there is a medical condition which rises to the level of 
anxiety disorder or a specific concern about workplace safety, 
this is not a basis for refusing to return to work 
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Your workplace.  Our business.

What if an Employee Refuses to Return to 
Work During or Post-COVID-19?

• If no available leave, what is the reason the employee 
is not returning?
– Financial benefits of CERB outweigh those associated 

with a return to work
• Can earn up to $1,000 gross employment income (good faith 

conduct)
• Re-issue record of employment (ROE) – no longer meet 

eligibility criteria
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Your workplace.  Our business.

What if an Employee Refuses to Return to 
Work During or Post-COVID-19?

– Specific concerns about workplace safety?
• Workers are entitled to refuse work where there is a reasonable 

concern about safety
• Ask employee to clarify the basis for his or her concern, 

preferably in writing – but not required to be in writing
• If related to the workplace, occupational health and safety 

(OHS)-related work refusal
• No discriminatory action
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Your workplace.  Our business.

What if an Employee Refuses to Return to 
Work During or Post-COVID-19?

– OHS-related work refusal process
• Gather information from the employee regarding his or her 

concern
• Investigate
• Explain to the employee how the concern has been addressed
• If continued work refusal, investigate with Joint Occupational 

Health and Safety Committee, union delegate and/or other 
worker (if applicable)

• WorkSafeBC officer may issue order or orders or confirm no 
need for order
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Your workplace.  Our business.

Tools for Responding to Work Shortage or 
Mandated Closure

• Leave of absence
• Temporary layoff
• Reduction in hours or pay
• Work-Sharing program
• Termination
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Your workplace.  Our business.

Leave of Absence

• Employees not eligible for any ESA leave may prefer to 
stay at home

• Permissible to solicit volunteers for leaves of absence
• Determine how many employees you need in various 

roles in advance
• Administer fairly if over-subscribed (seniority may offer 

an objective measure)
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Your workplace.  Our business.

Temporary Layoff
• ESA allows for temporary COVID-19-related layoff for 

up to 16 weeks in a consecutive 20-week period (rolling 
period) for employees without a right of recall

• Can be longer for employees with a right of recall if they 
are recalled within the specified period (unionized 
employees)

• Less than 50% of regular hours in a week is a week 
of layoff
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Your workplace.  Our business.

Temporary Layoff

• If layoff extends beyond the period permitted under the 
ESA, employee entitlement to termination pay may be 
triggered

• ESA does not require any specific information to be 
contained in a layoff notice

• Issue ROE with code “A” (shortage of work) within 5 
days of the interruption of earnings
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Your workplace.  Our business.

Constructive Dismissal

• Layoff may trigger a constructive dismissal
– Notwithstanding the ESA, courts in B.C. have held that 

unless an employment contract or other agreement 
includes an express or implied right to lay off an 
employee, the employer has no right to do so

– Courts may take a different view in current economic 
climate

– Failure to return to work may reduce any damages
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Your workplace.  Our business.

Constructive Dismissal

• Risk mitigation:
– Define period of layoff (rather than open-ended)
– Secure employee agreement to be laid off – and reduce 

that agreement to writing
• Could be done as part of an agreement to maintain benefits

– If constructive dismissal is alleged, consider immediate 
recall of employee to work (failure to return to work may 
limit damages)
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Your workplace.  Our business.

Reduction in Hours or Pay

• Employer has some flexibility in reducing 
compensation, subject to risk of constructive 
dismissal

• Historically, reduction in pay of 10 to 15% or greater 
may result in finding of constructive dismissal

• Must consider all changes cumulatively
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Your workplace.  Our business.

Reduction in Hours or Pay

• Live issue even where workload reduced along with 
wages

• Consider federal Work-Sharing program which 
allows the employer to reduce the number of work 
days per week and the employees to collect EI 
benefits for days not worked

• Detailed application material available through 
Service Canada
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Your workplace.  Our business.

Termination
• Ensure selection of employees to be dismissed is 

defensible and not related to a protected ground of 
discrimination, e.g. age or disability

• Review any employment agreement for termination 
language
– Seek advice regarding the enforceability of the termination 

language
• Must consider not only ESA but common law 

entitlements
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Your workplace.  Our business.

Termination
• Common law entitlement is assessed with reference to factors 

including position, length of service, age, compensation and any 
other factor related to the availability of replacement 
employment (comparable)

• Rough rule of thumb – and it is rough rule subject to the facts of 
each case – is one month per year of service

• Consider whether to offer any additional amount over and above 
ESA entitlement in exchange for a release of legal claims and 
complaints, etc.

• Seek professional financial advice about the impact of various 
government programs and potential reduction of costs
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• Several government assistance programs enacted to help 
employee and employers survive dire economic times

• Often overlapping, competing, and highly technical 
incentive schemes

• Critical to understand relative employee and employer 
rights/entitlements before acting

Introduction
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• Temporary income support to workers who have stopped working
• Provides applicants $500 per week for a maximum of 16 weeks

• Supplants EI claims made after March 15; existing EI benefits continue while eligible

• Limit to (self-) employment earnings during unemployed periods of $1,000
• Employers can continue to provide non-cash benefits (eg. medical benefits) to the 

employee without impacting their eligibility

• Supplementary Unemployment Benefit (SUB) plan payments and non-eligible dividends 
count against limit

• CERB is taxable, though CRA is not deducting income tax from source
• Amount of tax individual will owe (generally due April 2021) dependent on marginal tax 

rates and available deductions/credits

Employee Subsidies
Canada Emergency Response Benefit (CERB)
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• Supplementary Unemployment Benefit (“SUB”) plans allow employers to top 
up employees’ EI benefits during periods of unemployment due to various 
causes

• Including temporary work stoppages due to illness, injury or quarantine

• Total weekly SUB plan payments + EI benefits (currently 55% of the 
employee’s weekly insurable earnings, to a maximum of $573 per week) 
cannot exceed 95% of the employee’s normal weekly earnings

• SUB plans must be registered with Service Canada

• CRA states that SUB top-up payments count towards $1,000 limit

• Thus cannot pay employee more than $1,000 under SUB plan without total loss of 
CERB

Employee Subsidies
Supplementary Unemployment Benefit Plan (SUB Plan)
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• Two most significant economic relief measures enacted in response 
to COVID-19

• Temporary Wage Subsidy (TWS) reduces income tax source 
deductions which employers would otherwise have to remit 
• Maximum of: (i) 10% of wages paid; (ii) $1,375 per employee; and              

(iii) $25,000 per employer

• Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy (CEWS) is a refundable tax credit 
to subsidize employee wages
• Maximum of: (i) $847 per week; and (ii) 75% of eligible remuneration paid 
• Special rules for non-arm’s length employees
• Recent changes extend and expand rules

Employer Subsidies
Temporary Wage Subsidy (TWS) & Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy 
(CEWS)
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• Intended to encourage employers to re-hire workers previously 
laid off as a result of COVID-19, avoid future job losses, and allow 
fast resumption after crisis

• Application window opened April 27 through CRA portal or web 
form (must apply by October 1, 2020)

• Amounts received are a “refundable tax credit”
• Employer deemed to have overpaid its income tax, is granted a 

refund
• Credit is taxable to the employer, but remuneration paid to 

employees should offset for no new taxable income
• Is “government assistance” that counts against scientific research 

and experimental development (SR&ED) claims

Employer Subsidies
How the CEWS works
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• Generally any taxable corporation, individual, registered charity, 
certain tax-exempt entities, or a partnership of these types of entities 
that
• had a registered payroll account with the CRA on March 15, 2020; and
• for a particular Qualifying Period, suffered a decline in Qualifying Revenue 

by a specified percentage (the “Revenue Decline Test”).

• May 13, 2020 Regulations expanded (retroactively) scope of eligible 
entities to include partnerships with non-eligible members, certain 
Indigenous Government-Owned Businesses, private 
colleges/schools, Canadian Amateur Athletic Associations and 
Registered Journalism Organizations

Employer Subsidies
Who is Eligible for the CEWS? 
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• Qualifying Revenues:
• “cash, receivables or other consideration arising in the course of the ordinary activities of

the eligible entity” performed in Canada excluding: (i) extraordinary items, (ii) amounts
from NAL entities, (iii) subsidies.

• Qualifying Period, Reference Periods and Decline

• Special Deeming Rule for prior period qualification
• May 15, 2020 Announcement: CEWS extended for another 12-week 

period to August 2020 (prescribed details to follow)

Employer Subsidies
Revenue Decline Test – Base Case

Qualifying Period Current Reference Period Prior Reference Period Specified Percentage
March 15 – April 11, 2020 March 2020 March 2019 OR

Average of Jan-Feb 2020
85%

(15% decline)
April 12 – May 9, 2020 April 2020 April 2019 OR

Average of Jan-Feb 2020
70%

(30% decline)
May 10 – June 6, 2020 May 2020 May 2019 OR

Average of Jan-Feb 2020
70%

(30% decline)
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• Key Takeaways:
• These rules broaden scope of entities that qualify. 

• Certain rules bind the entity for subsequent periods, require an 
election, and/or can affect related parties of that entity.

• May 15, 2020 change for amalgamated entities

Employer Subsidies
Revenue Decline Test – Special Rules

Revenue Rule Binding on Subsequent Periods Election Required Binding on Other Entities 
Prior Reference Period 

Election
Yes Yes Possibly

Consolidated Financials No No Yes
Affiliated Groups No Yes Yes
Joint Ventures No No Possibly

Intra-Group Service Providers No Yes Possibly
Cash Method Yes Yes Possibly
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• CEWS is calculated on weekly basis based on eligible 
remuneration paid to eligible employees
• Eligible remuneration = common forms of remuneration (salary, 

wages, fees)

• Eligible employee= most employees, other than those who were 
without remuneration for 14 days (CERB eligible)

• Basic result = if employee earned more than $58,725 annualized, 
then $847/wk, otherwise 75% of eligible remuneration paid

• Total all amounts by employee, deduct (i) TWS amounts, (ii) EI 
working sharing benefits, add (iii) certain employer premiums

Employer Subsidies
Calculation of CEWS – Base Case
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• NAL Employees. Nothing, unless they received remuneration 
between January 1 and March 15, 2020 (baseline remuneration)

• Pay Reduced Employees. Subsidy can be greater than 75% of 
current eligible remuneration, if baseline remuneration was 
greater

• Employees with Multiple (NAL) Employers. CEWS cannot exceed 
the amount of subsidy if only one employer

• Seasonal Employees. May 15, 2020 change – employer can elect 
to use average weekly remuneration paid to the employee from 
March 1 to May 31 of 2019.

Employer Subsidies
Calculation of CEWS – Special Situations
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• Any TWS eligibility reduces CEWS amount

• Maximum subsidy under both programs is 75% (not 10% + 75%)

• CRA appears to be treating TWS eligibility as automatic if eligible (i.e. employers may not know 
that they could remit less for periods)

• Certain remuneration may be eligible for TWS but not CEWS

Employer Subsidies
TWS and Interaction with CEWS

Revenue Rule TWS CWS

Eligible Period March 18-June 19, 2020 March 15 – June 16, 2020
Ability to prescribe further periods

Eligible Employers Canadian-controlled private corporation 
that qualifies for small business deduction, 

registered charities, individuals

Far Broader

Mechanism for Payment Deemed Payroll Remittance 
(reduces tax owing)

Immediately Refundable ITC

Amount of Subsidy 10% of remuneration paid
(up to $1,375 for each employee AND up 

to maximum of $25,000 per employer)

75% of wages paid 
(subject to limits described above)
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• Anti-Avoidance Rule and Associated Penalty
• Applies where: (i) a NAL transaction has been undertaken to 

decrease revenues and (ii) reasonable to conclude that one of 
the main purposes was to qualify for the CEWS

• Result = no CEWS and penalty equal to 25% of CEWS amounts.

• False Statement
• If made knowingly or in grossly negligent manner, then penalty = 

50% of the excessive CEWS (whether paid or not)

• “Name and Shame” Disclosure

Employer Subsidies
CEWS Penalties and Administration
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• Interest-free loans up to $40,000 to help small businesses and not-for-profits cover non-
deferrable operating expenses

• Not permitted for use to pay indebtedness, dividends, bonuses or increased compensation 
to management

• Requires $20K - $1.5M of employment wages paid in 2019

• If loan repaid before December 31, 2022, 25% (up to $10,000) will be forgiven
• Debt forgiveness will likely have tax consequences

• Administered through existing financial institution relationships

• Program expansions recently announced (eg. eligible non-deferrable expenses between 
$40K and $1.5M)

• Significant for incorporated owner/managers

Employer Subsidies
Canada Emergency Business Account (CEBA)
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• Deferral of income tax payments / returns
• Income taxes owing after March 17 and before September 2020 deferred 

until August 31, 2020 (no interest or penalties assessed)

• Employees’ T1 income tax return deadline extended to June 1, 2020

• Deferral of sales tax and customs duties
• GST/HST payments due between March 27 and the end of May can be 

deferred until the end of June

• No extension to GST/HST return filing deadline

• For GST and customs duty payments for imported goods, deferral includes 
amounts owing for March, April and May

Employer/Employee Subsidies
Other benefits and deferrals
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Employer and Employee Subsidies
Interaction Between Programs

• Significant overlap in programs require employers and 
employees to consider consequential effects of decisions

• Entitlements to CERB and CEWS mutually exclusive
• Rehired or retroactively paid employees may need to repay all 

or a portion of CERB received

• CEWS claim reduced by TWS entitlements (not claim)

• EI benefits for employees through Work-Sharing Program 
reduces benefits to employer under CEWS
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• Panoply of Employee and Employer focused initiatives

• CEWS is by far the broadest (est. $73 billion cost, 3x CERB)

• Both Employers and Employees are doing cost/benefit analysis on 
employee focused subsidies vs. employer focused subsidies

• When applying for CEWS it’s better to right than early:
• Possibility of significant penalties; and

• Possibility of receiving less than eligible for.

Conclusion
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